
Lightning Bolt optimizes the physician 

scheduling workflow with automation 

technology that brings balance to complex 

scheduling variables. 

The most cutting-edge physician scheduling 
platform on the market.  



The Challenge 
Aligning key scheduling stakeholders’ needs 

• Workflow efficiency
and transparency

• Equitable schedules
• Optimal provider

utilization

• Coordination across
care teams

• Optimized coverage to
meet patient demand

• A scheduling solution
with proven value
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EXECUTIVES

• Accurate and efficient 
scheduling process

• Time savings
• Satisfied physicians •
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The Solution
Advanced technology that automatically balances many complex variables



The Lightning Bolt Difference 

Work-Life Balance 
ü Serves physician needs while ensuring optimal coverage
ü Considers evolving and varying definitions of work-life balance
ü Increases provider job satisfaction and retention 

Productivity

ü Optimizes every step of scheduling workflow
ü Auto-generates most efficient schedules for a balanced and productive 

hospital workforce
ü Increases provider utilization 

Patient Access
ü Optimizes clinical schedules by aligning calculated patient demand with 

care team capacity
ü Ensures delivery of the right care at the right time from the right provider
ü Creates a lasting solution for increased access by leveraging a first-ever 

technology of its kind 



Lightning Bolt Success Story 
iNDIGO Health Partners 

Implemented Lightning Bolt in 2008. 

Results across five years: 

ü Over $38 million in ROI for key scheduling stakeholders, $7.7 million yearly

ü 97.6% provider retention rate

ü Increased provider utilization and compensation—35% of iNDIGO’s
physicians began picking up extra shifts

ü Group tripled in size



Client Map 



Founded on Innovation 

In the late ’90s, Lightning Bolt founder and CEO, Suvas Vajracharya, Ph.D., was working as a 
staff scientist at the Los Alamos National Laboratory to schedule massively parallel 
supercomputers.  

A physician friend approached Suvas with the deceptively complex and time-consuming task 
of creating call schedules.

Realizing both supercomputing and physician scheduling require equal and efficient 
distribution of tasks in the presence of many complex rules of varying priorities, Suvas 
applied his unique experience to the complexities inherent to physician scheduling.

Founded in 2002, Lightning Bolt continues to invest heavily in research and innovation to 
solve complex problems in the area of physician scheduling using the latest technology.



Lightning Bolt is dedicated to creating balanced and efficient hospital 
workforces through optimized physician scheduling. Since 2002, we've worked 
to align complex interests and bring transparency to healthcare operations. 

Lightning Bolt manages over 3 million shift hours each month, scheduling 
20,000 clinicians at 350 healthcare organizations across the U.S., Canada, 
Japan, and Australia.. 

Lightning Bolt’s Mission 



Get started today! 

www.lightning-bolt.com 

1.866.678.3279 

answers@lightning-bolt.com 




